Recently it was shown that Inductive Logic Programming can be successfully applied to data extraction from HTML. However, the approach suffers from two problems: high computational complexity with respect to the number of nodes of the target document and to the arity of the extracted tuples. In this note we address the first problem by proposing an efficient path generalization algorithm for learning rules to extract single information items. The presentation is supplemented with a description of a sample experiment.
Introduction
The Web was originally designed as a major information provider for the human consumer, but the interest has rapidly shifted to make that information available for machine consumption. For example, Web directories and search engines are Web applications that are capable of providing useful information upon request to individual users, businesses or software agents.
However, despite the fact that technologies have been put forward to enable automated processing of information published on the Web (like semantic markup or Web services), most of the current practices in Web publishing are still being based on the combination of traditional HTML -lingua franca for Web publishing, with server-side dynamic content generation from databases. Moreover, many Web pages are using HTML elements that were originally intended for use to structure content (e.g. those elements related to tables), for layout and presentation effects, even if this practice is not encouraged in theory. Therefore, automatic information extraction from documents published on the Web has attracted a lot of researches during the last decade and this interest is expected to grow, as the Web is also growing in both size and complexity.
Information extraction (IE hereafter) is concerned with locating and extracting specific values in documents, and then using them to populate a database or structured document. The IE research community has proposed a quite large variety of machine learning techniques for automatic information extraction ( [7] ).
Inductive Logic Programming -ILP is one of the success stories in the application area of wrapper induction for information extraction ( [1, 2, 4, 7] ). However, this approach suffers from two problems: high computational complexity with respect to the number of nodes of the target document and to the arity of the extracted tuples. In this paper we address the first problem by proposing a path generalization algorithm for learning rules to extract single information items (a task similar to [1] ). The algorithm produces an XPath ( [10] ) extraction path from positive examples and is proven to have good computational properties. The presentation is supplemented with a detailed description of a sample experiment that shows how the technique performs in practice on real Web pages.
We proceed as follows. In section 2 we define extraction paths. In section 3 we describe an algorithm for learning extraction paths. In section 4 we show how extraction paths can be translated to XPath. In section 5 we describe an experiment showing our technique at work on a real Web site. In section 6 we present researches connected to our work.
Extraction Path
We model well-formed HTML documents as labeled ordered trees. An extraction path takes a labeled ordered tree and returns a subset of extracted nodes. An extracted node can be viewed as a subtree rooted at that node. The node labels of a labeled ordered tree correspond to tags in HTML texts. Let Σ be the set of all node labels of a labeled ordered tree.
For our purposes, it is convenient to abstract labeled ordered trees as sets of nodes on which certain relations and functions are defined. Figure 1 shows a labeled ordered tree with 25 nodes and tags in the set Σ = {a, b, c}.
An extraction path is a labeled directed graph. Arc labels denote conditions that specify the tree delimiters of the extracted information, according to the parent-child and next-sibling relationships (eg. is there a parent node ?, is there a left sibling ?, a.o). Vertex labels specify conditions on nodes (eg. is the tag label td ?, is it the first child ?, a.o). A special vertex of this graph is used for selecting the nodes for extraction.
Intuitively, an arc labeled n denotes the "next-sibling" relation while an arc labeled c denotes the "parent-child" relation. As concerning vertex labels, label f denotes "first child" condition, label l denotes "last child" condition and label σ ∈ Σ denotes "equality with tag σ" condition.
Note that we use the term'node' when referring to document trees and the term 'vertex' when referring to the graph of an extraction path. 
is an arc labeled with c . It is not hard to see that an extraction path models a conjunctive query of unary and binary conditions on a labeled ordered tree ( [6] ). Actually, an extraction path is a special kind of extraction pattern of arity 1 according to [3] . Figure 4a shows an extraction path. The extraction vertex is marked with a small arrow (vertex C in that figure). A node is extracted by this path if it has the following properties: i) it has two preceding left siblings; ii) it has one following right sibling that is the last child of its parent node; iii) it has a parent labeled with a; iv) its parent has a following right sibling that is the last child of its parent node; v) its parent has a preceding left sibling that is the first child of its parent node; vi) it has a grand-parent; vii) it has a grand-grand-parent labeled with a that is the unique child of its parent node.
Vertex labels are defined as
Consider an extraction path p
The following definition introduces height, together with left and right widths of an extraction path.
Definition 2. (Height and widths of an extraction path) Let
be an extraction path. In practice it is useful to limit the height and the widths of an extraction path, yielding a bounded extraction path.
The value height(p) = k is called the height of p.

The value lef t(p) = max
Definition 3. (Bounded extraction paths) Let H, L, R be three positive integers. An extraction path
Note that the extraction path shown in figure 4a is a (3, 2, 1)-bounded extraction path. Moreover, if we restrict H = 2 and L = 1, then nodes I and A will be pruned resulting a (2, 1, 1)-bounded extraction path, that obviously, is less constrained than the initial path.
A Path Generalization Algorithm
The practice of Web publishing assumes dynamically filling-in HTML templates with structured data taken from relational databases. Thus, we can safely assume that a lot of Web data is contained in sets of documents that share similar structures. Examples of such documents are: search engines result pages, product catalogues, news sites, product information sheets, travel resources, etc.
We consider a Web data extraction scenario which assumes the manual execution of a few extraction tasks by the human user. An inductive learning engine could then use the extracted examples to learn a general extraction rule that can be further applied to the current or other similar Web pages.
Usually the extraction task is focused on extracting similar items (for example book titles in a library catalogue, or product features in a product information sheet). One approach to generate an extraction rule from a set of manually extracted items is to discover a common pattern of their neighboring nodes in the tree of the target document.
In what follows we discuss an algorithm that takes: i) an XML document (possibly assembled from more Web pages, previously converted to XHTML) modeled as a labeled ordered tree t; ii) a set of example nodes {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n }; iii) three positive integers H, L, R and produces an (H, L, R)-bounded extraction path p that generalizes the set of input examples. Intuitively, this technique is guaranteed to work if we assume that semantically similar items will exhibit structural similarities in the target Web document. This is a feasible assumption for the case of Web documents that are generated on-the-fly by filling-in HTML templates with data taken from databases. Moreover, based on experimental results that we have recorded in previous work ([1, 2] ), we have noticed that in practice an extraction rule only needs to check the proximity of nodes. This explains why we focused on the task of learning bounded extraction paths.
The basic operation of the learning algorithm is the generalization operator of two extraction paths. This operator takes two extraction paths p 1 and p 2 and produces an appropriate extraction path p that generalizes p 1 and p 2 .
The idea of the learning algorithm is as follows. For each example node we generate a bounded extraction path (of given input parameters H, L, R) by following sibling and parent links in the document tree. We initialize the output path with the first extraction path and then we proceed by iterative application of the generalization operator to the current output path and the next example extraction path, yielding a new output path. The result is a bounded extraction path that represents an appropriate generalization of the input examples.
The generalization of two paths assumes the generalization of their elements, starting with the elements containing the extraction vertices and moving upper level by level. The generalization of two levels assumes the generalization of each pair of corresponding vertices, starting with vertices with index 0 and moving to left and respectively to right in the lists of vertices. Generalization of two vertices is as simple as taking the intersection of their labels. The path generalization algorithm is shown in figure 2 .
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GEN-VERTEX(v 1 , v 2 ) 1. let λ 1 be the label of v 1 2. let λ2 be the label of v2 3. λ ← λ1 ∩ λ2 4. return node v with label λ
Fig. 2. Path generalization algorithm
Function LEARN generalizes the extraction paths of the example nodes. We assume that paths p 1 , . . . , p n are generated as bounded extraction paths before function LEARN is called. Function GEN-PATH takes two extraction paths p 1 , p 2 and computes the generalized path p. Function GEN-LEVEL takes two lists of vertices t 1 and t 2 that are members of the extractions paths and computes a generalized list t that is member of the generalized path. Function GEN-VERTEX takes two vertices v 1 , v 2 and computes a generalized vertex v. Consider again the labeled ordered tree shown in figure 1 and the example nodes marked with dashed rectangles (n 12 and n 22 ). The extraction paths corresponding to these nodes are shown in figure 3 . The result of applying the generalization algorithm on those paths is shown in figure 4a . 
It is easy to see that the execution of algorithm LEARN takes time O(n × H × (L + R)) because GEN-VERTEX takes time O(1), GEN-LEVEL takes time O(L + R) and GEN-PATH takes time O(H × (L + R)). Note also that if we set
H = L = R = ∞ thenI E F G B C A D H {'f','l',a} {'l'} {'f'} {'l'} {a} 'c' 'c' 'c' 'n' 'n' 'n' 'n' 'n' //*[local-name() = 'a'] [
Translating Extraction Paths to XSLT
An extraction path can be translated to an XPath query. The XPath query can be embedded into an XSLT stylesheet ( [5] ) to finally extract the information and store it into a database or another structured document ( [3] ). 
It is easy to see that if p is an (H, L, R)-bounded extraction path then the time complexity of the translation algorithm PATH-TO-XPATH is O(H × (L + R)).
Fig 4b shows the result of applying this algorithm to the extraction path from figure 4a. The algorithm will explore the following route of vertices:
For each vertex the algorithm generates a location step comprising an axis specifier, a node test and a sequence of predicates written between '[' and ']'. The node test is always *. The axis specifier is determined by the relation of the current vertex with its preceding vertex on the route explored by the translation algorithm. For example, the axis specifier that is generated for vertex F is preceding-sibling::. In this later case, an additional predicate [1] that constraints the selection of exactly the preceding node, is added. The algorithm also generates a predicate for each element of the label of a vertex. For example, predicate [local-name() = 'a'] is generated for vertex F , that checks the node tag, and predicate [not (following-sibling::*)] is generated for vertex G, that checks if the matched node is the last child of its parent node. Moreover, for vertices F and C the algorithm generates an additional predicate that accounts for their left siblings E (of F ) and respectively B → A (of C). For example, additional predicate [preceding-sibling::* [1] [not (preceding-sibling::*)]] is generated for vertex F . This predicate checks if the document node matched by vertex F has a predecessor and if the predecessor is the first child of its parent node.
Note that running the XPath query from figure 4b on the labeled ordered tree from figure 1 
Experiment
We performed a simple (but realistic) experiment using data harvested from the Expedia Web site with the task of extracting hotel names. We followed a process consisting of the following stages: page collection, pre-processing, manual information extraction, conversion to the input format of the learning program, learning, wrapper compilation, wrapper execution ( [2] ).
We selected a sample page set of 50 pages containing all the results we got by searching Expedia for hotels in Paris (an example is shown in figure 6 ). This set contained 1248 hotels, 25 hotels per page (excepting last page with only 23 hotels). We converted each page to XHTML using the Tidy program and then we assembled all these files into a single XML file by concatenating them under a new root element. The resulting file had about 29 Mb comprising a total of
xp ← xp+ "/*" + COND(vr) 7.
for j = r − 1, 0 do 8.
xp ← xp+ "/preceding-sibling::
if l > 0 then 10.
xp ← xp+ "[preceding-sibling::*[1]" + 11.
COND(v−1) 11.
for j = 2, l do 12.
"[not (preceding-sibling::
"[not (following-sibling::*)]" 9. return xc We run the learner on this sample file for 5 training examples that were randomly selected from result pages 1, 5, 11, 24 and 46 and parameters values set to H = 5 and L = R = 3. The resulted extraction path was converted to XPath and then the XPath query was run on the initial document and on other 80 result pages, obtained by searching other hotels on Expedia. As result, excellent values were recorded for both precision and recall -both values were 1. The resulting wrapper expressed in XSLT is shown in the appendix.
Related Works
The rapid expansion of the Web attracted a lot of researches in the area of information extraction and wrapper induction. Overviews of related technologies and systems can be found in: [3] , [7] , and [8] . We have chosen for discussion in this section some works that we think that are closer to what has been presented in this paper, namely [1] [2] [3] , [9] , and [4] .
A special class of wrappers called L-wrappers (i.e. logic wrappers) for tuples extraction, that were inspired by the logic programming paradigm, is studied in papers [1] [2] [3] . L-wrappers i) have a declarative semantics, and therefore their specification is decoupled from their implementation and ii) can be generated using inductive logic programming. The extraction paths introduced in the current paper are just a special class of L-wrappers of arity 1 for which we devised a new and more efficient learning algorithm that runs in polynomial time.
In paper [9] tree wrappers for tuples extraction are introduced. A tree wrapper is a sequence of tree extraction paths. There is an extraction path for each extracted attribute. A tree extraction path is a sequence of triples that contain a tag, a position and a set of tag attributes. A triple matches a node based on the node tag, its position among its siblings with a similar tag and its attributes. Extracted items are assembled into tuples by analyzing their relative document order. The algorithm for learning a tree extraction path is quite similar to ours -the composition of two tree extraction paths corresponds to the generalization operator of two extraction paths (our GEN-PATH algorithm). Note also that our extraction paths use a different and richer representation of node proximity and therefore, we have reasons to believe that our wrappers could be more accurate (this claim needs, of course, further support with experimental evidence). Finally, note that our approach can also be extended to tuples extraction as in [9] . However, as future work we are interested to extend the approach presented in our paper to devise an efficient learner for L-wrappers for tuples extraction ( [2, 3] ), rather than following the approach outlined in [9] .
Finally, a generalization of the notion of string delimiters developed for information extraction from string documents ( [7] ) to subtree delimiters from tree documents is described in paper [4] . This paper introduces a special purpose learner that constructs a structure called candidate index based on trie data structures. Note that the tree leaf delimiters described in this paper are quite similar to our extraction paths and the representation of reverse paths using the symbols U p(↑), Lef t(←) and Right(→) can be easily simulated in our approach by 'c' and 'n' arcs.
Concluding Remarks
In this note we presented an efficient algorithm for learning to extract single information items from HTML documents. The algorithm is based on the idea of generalizing extraction paths. As future work we intend to investigate the extension of this algorithm to learn L-wrappers for tuples extraction.
